Corrections to Compilation of Statistical Material and Requested Data  
Federal Milk Order No. 1 – Northeast Marketing Area

1. Pages 1, 2 and 3 Missing footnote "***" for the "other states" category indicating that the states of (Colorado, Idaho, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Wisconsin, West Virginia) were the states included in this category at some time during the period January 2000 through July 2002.

2. Page 22 July 2002 Pool Handler Listing McNamara, Patrick, D/B/A McNamara's Dairy qualified status should be PH – Producer Handler, not ED – Exempt Distributing plant.


4. Page 22 July 2002 Pool Handler Listing Morningstar Foods, Inc. Gustine, CA should be removed from this list.

5. Page 31 July 2002 Pool Handler Map Number 90 on the map should be the Pool Distributing plant symbol, not a Partially Regulated distributing plant symbol.


7. Page 33 July 2002 Pool Handler Map Index Land O'Lakes 9C plant/cooperative location should be Carlisle, PA.

8. Page 34 July 2002 Pool Handler Map Index Sterns, Inc. D/B/A Mountain Dairy should be spelled Stearns.


10. Appendix 2B page 52. Bulk milk includes bulk whole milk, bulk nonfat milk, bulk raw milk, bulk cream, bulk skim condensed, 

11. Appendix 2C page 53. Bulk milk includes bulk whole milk, bulk nonfat milk, bulk raw milk, bulk cream, bulk skim condensed,

12. Appendix 9 page 80. Change title to "Diversions from Northeast Order Handlers to Other Order Pool Plants, and Diversions from Other Orders to Northeast Order Pool Plants"


14. Appendix 14 page 85. # Symbol at "Total Whole Milk Powder and Other Order Powder" column is a typographic error and does not apply.